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Abstract-We investigate the capacity scaling of multipleinput-multiple-output systems with the system dimensions. To that end, we quantify how the mutual information varies when the number of antennas (at either the receiver or transmitter side) is altered. For a system comprising R receive and T transmit antennas with R > T , we find the following: by removing as many receive antennas as needed to obtain a square system (provided the channel matrices before and after the removal have full rank) the maximum resulting loss of mutual information over all signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) depends only on R, T , and the matrix of left-singular vectors of the initial channel matrix, but not on its singular values. In particular, if the latter matrix is Haar distributed the ergodic rate loss is given by T t =1 R r=T +1 1 r−t nats. Under the same assumption, if T, R → ∞ with the ratio φ T/R fixed, the rate loss normalized by R converges almost surely to H(φ) bits with H(·) denoting the binary entropy function. We also quantify and study how the mutual information as a function of the system dimensions deviates from the traditionally assumed linear growth in the minimum of the system dimensions at high SNR.
the multiplexing gain. The explicit expression for the capacity scaling when the number of transmit or receive antennas varies, is difficult to calculate. Closed-form expressions can be obtained only in few particular cases, e.g. for a channel matrix of asymptotically large size with independent identically distributed (iid) zero-mean entries [2] .
In order to better understand capacity scaling in MIMO channels with more complicated structures, such as correlation at transmit and/or receive antennas, related works use either implicit solutions, e.g. [3] , or consider asymptotically high SNR and express the capacity in terms of the multiplexing gain, e.g. [4] . However, implicit solutions provide limited intuitive insight into the capacity scaling and the multiplexing gain is a crude measure of capacity.
In this article, we consider an affine approximation to the mutual information at high SNR. In particular, we investigate how mutual information varies when the numbers of antennas (at either the receiver or transmitter side) is altered. Our affine approximation to the mutual information leads to a generalization of the multiplexing gain which we call the multiplexing rate. Such an approximation was formerly addressed in [1] , which was the baseline of many published works, e.g. [5] [6] [7] .
We study the variation of the multiplexing rate when the number of antennas either at the transmit or receive side varies. More specifically, we formulate the reduction of the number of antennas by means of a convenient linear projection operator. This formulation allows us to asses the mutual information at high SNR in insightful and explicit closed form. We consider unitarily invariant matrix ensembles [8] which model a broad class of MIMO channels [9] . Specifically, our sole restriction is that the matrix of left (right) singular vectors of the initial channel matrix, i.e. before the reduction, is Haar distributed. Informally speaking, this implies that the channel matrix involves some symmetry with respect to the antennas. An individual antenna contributes in a "democratic fashion" to the mutual information. There is no preferred antenna in the system. In fact, such an invariance seems a natural property for the mutual information to depend on T and R only, but not on the specific antennas in the system.
Since the term O(1) in (1) is a bounded function of SNR, the expression (1) has more than once led to misinterpretations in the wireless communications community:
(i) when the number of antennas at either the transmit or receive side varies, while the minimum of the system dimensions (i.e. the numbers of transmit and receive antennas) is kept fixed, the mutual information does not vary at high SNR; (ii) the mutual information scales linearly with the minimum of the system dimensions at high SNR. It is the goal of this paper to debunk these misinterpretations. We summarize our main contributions as follows:
1) As regards misinterpretation (i) we find the following: For a system comprising R receive and T transmit antennas with R > T (T > R), let some of the receive (transmit) antennas be removed from the system to obtain a system withR ≥ T receive (T ≥ R transmit) antennas. Note that min(T,R) = T (min(T , R) = R). Then, the loss of mutual information in the high SNR limit depends only on R, T andR (T ) and the matrix of left (right)-singular vectors of the initial R × T channel matrix, but not on its singular values. Assuming the matrix of left-(right-)singular vectors to be Haar distributed, the ergodic rate loss is given by T
1 t −r ) nats. 2) As regards misinterpretation (ii), we quantify how the mutual information as a function of the number of antennas deviates from the approximate linear growth (versus the minimum of the system dimensions) in the high SNR limit. This deviation does depend on the singular values of the channel matrix. We show that in the large system limit the deviation is additive for compound unitarily invariant channels and can be easily expressed in terms of the S-transform (in free probability) of the limiting eigenvalue distribution (LED) of the Gramian of the channel matrix. 3) We show that the aforementioned results on the variation of mutual information in the high SNR limit provide least upper bounds on said variation over all SNRs. Thus, these results have a universal character related to the SNR. 4) We derive novel formulations of the mutual information and the multiplexing rate in terms of the S-transform of the empirical eigenvalue distribution of the Gramian of the channel matrix. These formulations establish a fundamental relationship between the mutual information and the multiplexing rate.
A. Related Work
The work presented in paper [5] is related to contribution 1). Specifically, in [5, Sec. 3] the authors unveiled misinterpretation (i) for iid Gaussian unitarily invariant channel matrices.
We elucidate misinterpretation (i) by considering arbitrary unitarily invariant matrices that need neither be Gaussian nor iid. In particular, our results and/or statements do not require any assumptions on the singular values of the channel matrix. They solely depend on the singular vectors of the channel matrix, e.g. see contribution 1). Our proof techniquewhich is based on an algebraic manipulation of the projection operator that we introduce -is different from any related work we are aware of.
B. Organization
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the preliminary notations and definitions. In Section III, we present the system model. In Section IV, we introduce new formulations of the mutual information and the multiplexing rate in terms of the S-transform. Section V and VI are dedicated to lift misinterpretations (i) and (ii), respectively. Conclusions are outlined in Section VII. The technical lemmas and the proofs are located in the Appendix.
II. NOTATIONS & DEFINITIONS
Notation 1: We denote the binary entropy function as
Notation 2: For an N × K matrix X, F K X denotes the empirical eigenvalue distribution function of X † X, i.e.
with L and |·| denoting the set of eigenvalues of X † X and the cardinality of a set, respectively. Here, (·) † denotes conjugate transposition. Moreover, for N, K → ∞ with φ = K /N fixed, if F K X converges weakly and almost surely to a LED function, this limit is denoted by F X .
Definition 2: For an N × K matrix X = 0, we define the normalized rank of X † X as
and the distribution function of non-zero eigenvalues of X † X asF K X (x)
with u(x) denoting the unit-step function. The S-transform introduced by Voiculescu in the context of free probability is defined as follows:
Then, the S-transform of F is defined as
where −1 denotes the composition inverse of . Notation 3: For an N × K matrix X = 0, the S-transform of F K X is denoted by S K X . For N, K → ∞ with φ = K /N fixed, if X † X has a LED function F X almost surely, the S-transform of F X is denoted by S X . Similarly, we define K X and X . All large-system limits are assumed to hold in the almost sure sense, unless explicitly stated otherwise. Where obvious, limit operators indicating the large-system limit are omitted for the sake of compactness and readability.
III. SYSTEM MODEL Consider the MIMO system y = H x + n (8) where H ∈ C R×T , x ∈ C T ×1 , y ∈ C R×1 , n ∈ C R×1 are respectively the channel matrix, the input vector, the output vector, and the noise vector. The entries of x and n are assumed to be independent (circularly symmetric) complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variances σ 2 x and σ 2 n , respectively. The transmit SNR is defined as
The mutual information per transmit antenna of the communication link (8) is given by [11] 
Similarly, I(γ ; F R H † ) is the mutual information per receive antenna of (8) .
A. Antenna Removal via Projector
In the sequel, we formulate the variation of mutual information when the number of antennas either at the transmit or receive side of reference system (8) changes. This variation is achieved by removing a certain fraction of antennas at the corresponding side of the system. We formulate this removal process via a multiplication of the channel matrix with a rectangular projector matrix.
We distinguish between two cases: the removal of receive antennas and the removal of transmit antennas. In the first case, the system model resulting after removing a fraction 1 − β of receive antennas in (8) reads
The β R × R matrix P β is an R-dimensional projector which removes a fraction 1 − β of receive antennas in reference system (8) and n β = P β n. The mutual information of the MIMO system (12) is equal to
Similarly, removing a fraction 1 − β of transmit antennas in (8) yields the R × βT system
Here, x β is the vector obtained by removing from x the (1 − β)T entries fed to the removed transmit antennas, i.e. x β = P β x with P β being a T -dimensional projector. The mutual information of system (14) reads
B. Unitary Invariance
For channel matrices that are unitarily invariant from right, i.e. H and HU admit the same distribution for any unitary matrix U independent of H, it does not matter which transmit antennas are removed. Only their number counts. The same applies to channel matrices that are unitarily invariant from left for the removal of receive antennas. For channel matrices that involve an asymmetry with respect to the antennas, i.e. some antennas contribute more to the mutual information than others, it must be specified which antennas are to be removed and the mutual information will depend (typically in a complicated manner) on the choice of the removed antennas. In this paper, we restrict the considerations to cases where only the number of removed antennas matters, since this leads to explicit closed-form expressions.
For asymmetric channel matrices, one could obtain antennaindependent scaling laws if all antennas with equal contributions to mutual information are grouped together and all those groups are decimated proportionally. Doing so would heavily complicate the formulation of the antenna removal by means of multiplication with projector matrices. However, we can utilize the fact that for the channel in (8), mutual information is invariant to multiplication with unitary matrices, i.e.
for all unitary matrices U and V . Since the channel matrix U HV is bi-unitarily invariant for all random unitary matrices U and V independent of H, and has the same mutual information as H, we can assume without loss of generality that H is unitarily invariant from left for receive and from right for transmit antenna removal, respectively, and keep the projector formulation of Section III-A as it is. The multiplication with a random unitary matrix followed by a fixed selection of antennas has statistically the same effect as a random selection of antennas. It provides the symmetry required to make performance (e.g. mutual information) only depend on the number of removed antennas and not on which antennas are removed.
1) Equivalence to the Ergodic Capacity Variation: The ergodic capacity of channel (8) is [12] 
Conceptually, we relax the iid assumption on the entries of x in (8) and assume arbitrary correlation between these entries described by the covariance matrix σ 2 x Q where Q is nonnegative definite with unit trace and σ 2
It is shown in [12] that for channel matrices that are unitarily invariant from right the ergodic capacity in (17) is attained with Q = I, i.e.C
In particular, the unitary invariance property of the channel is not broken by removing some of the transmit or receive antennas. For example, if H is invariant from right, then H P † β is invariant from right too. In summary, for bi-unitarily invariant channel matrices the variation of ergodic mutual informations that results from removing some number of transmit or receive antennas does actually coincide with the corresponding variation of ergodic capacities.
IV. MUTUAL INFORMATION AND MULTIPLEXING RATE
The normalized mutual information in (10) can be decomposed as
We refer to the first term I 0 (γ ; F T H ) as the multiplexing rate per transmit antenna. The factor α T H is the multiplexing gain normalized by the number of transmit antennas. The second term I(γ ; F T H ) is the difference between the mutual information per transmit antenna and the multiplexing rate per transmit antenna. To alleviate the terminology, in the sequel we skip the explicit reference to the normalization by the number of transmit (or receive, see later) antennas when we refer to quantities such as those arising in (19) . Whether the quantities considered are absolute or normalized will be clear from the context. We have
If H † H is invertible we have
with I denoting the identity matrix. The affine approximation of the ergodic mutual information at high SNR introduced in [1], see also [5, eq. (9) ] for a compact formulation of it, coincides with the ergodic formulation of our definition of the multiplexing rate.
We next uncover a fundamental link between the mutual information and the multiplexing rate. This result makes use of the minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) achieved by the optimal receiver for (8) normalized by the number of transmit antennas
Note that by definition the function f H (x) in (24) may involve α T H via S T H (z). We have the following implications of Theorem 1: i) the mutual information can be directly expressed as a function of the (normalized) MMSE; ii) for any expression of the mutual information as a function of the MMSE η T H the multiplexing rate results immediately by substituting η T H for 1−α T H , e.g. see Examples 1 and 2; iii) the converse of ii) is not always true: given an expression of the multiplexing rate as a function of α T H , substituting α T H for 1 − η T H does not always yield the mutual information. An intermediate step is required here to guarantee that the converse holds: the expression needs first to be recast as a function of f H . Then substituting α T H for 1 − η T H in the latter function yields the mutual information. If any probability distribution function with support in [0, ∞), say F, is substituted for F T H in (19) the formulas (25) and (26) remain valid provided I(γ ; F) is finite and log(x) is absolutely integrable overF, respectively. 1 The absolute integrability condition holds if, and only if, I(γ ; F) and I(γ ; F) are finite, see (171)-(173). In the sequel we substitute F H for F T H to calculate I(γ ; F H ) and I 0 (γ ; F H ). In Appendix C, we provide some sufficient conditions that guarantee the almost sure convergence of I(γ ; F T H ) and I 0 (γ ; F T H ) to I(γ ; F H ) and I 0 (γ ; F H ), respectively. We conclude that these asymptotic convergence are reasonable assumptions in practice, for the details see Appendix C.
It is well-known that the S-transform of the LED of the product of asymptotically free matrices is the product of the respective S-transforms of the LEDs of these matrices. Therefore, for MIMO channel matrices that involve a compound structure, Theorem 1 provides a means to analytically calculate the large-system limits of the mutual information and multiplexing rate in terms of the large-system limits of the MMSE and the multiplexing gain. We next address two relevant random matrix ensembles that share this structure.
Example 1: We consider the concatenation of vector-valued fading channels described in [13] . Specifically, we assume that the channel matrix H factorizes according to
where the entries of the K n × K n−1 matrix X n are iid with zero mean and variance 1/K n for n ∈ [1, N] . Furthermore, the ratios ρ n K n /K 0 n ∈ [1, N] are fixed as K n → ∞. Moreover, let η H denote the large-system limit of MMSE η T H . By invoking Theorem 1 we obtain an analytical expression of the large-system limit of the mutual information in terms of (the large-system limit of) the MMSE 2 as
1 HereF is defined by substitutingF T H for F in (5). 2 An explicit expression of the MMSE as a function of SNR is difficult to obtain. However, η H (γ ) can be solved numerically from the fixed point
Furthermore, as regards the multiplexing rate, we have
We consider a Jacobi matrix ensemble, see e.g. [14] , [15] , which find application in the context of optical MIMO communications [16] , [17] . Accordingly, the channel matrix factorizes as
where U is an N × N Haar unitary matrix. From Theorem 1 we obtain
V. UNIVERSAL RATE LOSS
In Section 1 we underlined the following misinterpretation of mutual information: when the number of antennas (at either the transmit or receive side) varies, with the minimum of the system dimensions kept fixed, the mutual information does not vary at high SNR. It is the goal of this section to elucidate this misinterpretation. To do so we need to distinguish between two cases as to reference system (8)
In the former (latter) case we consider the removal of receive (transmit) antennas. In both cases the reduction of antennas is constrained in a way that keeps the minimum of the numbers of antennas at both sides fixed.
A. Case (i) -Removing Receive Antennas
We remove a fraction (1 − β) of receive antennas in system (8) to obtain system (12) . We constrain the reduction with the condition β ≥ φ T /R to ensure that min(T, β R) = T . This reduction of the number of receive antennas causes a loss in mutual information given by
. Normalizing this loss with the number of transmit antennas yields
Assume that H and P β H have both full rank almost surely. Then, we define the rate loss
The full-rank assumption implies α T 
Proof 4: See Appendix F 2) Equivalence to Capacity loss: Let us denote the capacity of channel (12) as 
belongs to the Jacobi matrix ensemble, see Example 2. In other words, the rate loss χ T H (R, β R) becomes nothing but minus the log det of the Jacobi matrix ensemble normalized by T . We also refer the reader to [14] for a detailed study of the determinant of the Jacobi matrix ensemble. In particular, from [14, Proposition 2.4] , the rate loss admits the explicit statistical characterization
Here, X ∼ Y indicates that random variables X and Y are identically distributed. For a > 0 and b > 0, Be(a, b) denotes the Beta distribution with density
where is the gamma function. 
Then, we have
Moreover, if R, T → ∞ with φ = T /R fixed, we have almost surely
Proof 7: See Appendix I. The name Universal Rate Loss refers to the fact that the results in Corollary 1 solely refer to the number of transmit and receive antennas before and after the variation. The ergodic rate loss has the additive property
Note that χ T (R, T ) equals to the ergodic rate loss when we remove as many antennas as needed to obtain a square system. Furthermore, if R, T → ∞ with the ratio φ = T /R fixed, the first and the second terms of (48) converge to respectively the first and the second terms of (47).
We coin the limit (47) the binary entropy loss as it only involves the binary entropy function evaluated at the aspect ratios φ and β/φ of two channel matrices -the one before and the one after the removal of the antennas. In particular, for β = φ, i.e. we remove as many receive antennas as needed to obtain a square system, the binary entropy loss has the compact expression H (φ)/φ. 4 The sum over an empty index set is by definition zero.
5) Symmetry Property of the Universal Rate Loss:
We show a symmetry property of the universal rate loss in the case when the end system after (completion of the antenna removal) is square, i.e. β = φ. Let us start with an illustrative example. Consider two separate MIMO systems one of dimensions 3×2 and one of dimensions 3×1. Let the antenna removal processes be 3 × 1 → 1 × 1 for the former system and 3 × 2 → 2 × 2 for the latter. Thus, in both cases two communication links are removed from the reference systems. Let the channel matrices of the reference systems fulfill the conditions stated in Corollary 1 (i.e. full-rank and unitary invariance). Both removal process lead to the same the binary entropy loss equal to 3H (1/3) = 3H (2/3) = 2.75 bit.
Remark 3: The function T χ T (R, R ) (see (45)) satisfies the symmetry property
where T R − T . Proof 8: See Appendix J Note that the expressions T χ T (R, T ) and T χ T (R, T ) corresponds to the ergodic rate losses for the antenna removal processes R ×T → T ×T and R ×T → T ×T , respectively. In both cases T × (R − T ) communications links are removed from the reference systems. In other words, for R being fixed the ergodic rate loss T χ T (R, T ) is a symmetric function of T with respect to T = R/2 (see Figure 2 ).
Since 
B. Case (ii) -Removing Transmit Antennas
We remove a fraction (1 − β) of transmit antennas in (8) to obtain system (14) . We constrain the reduction of receive antennas with β ≥ 1/φ (φ = T /R) to ensure min(βT, R) = T . Reducing the number of transmit antennas results in a loss of mutual information equal to T I(γ ;
Normalizing this loss with the number of transmit antennas of the reference system gives
Let H and H P † β have both full rank almost surely. Then, we define the large SNR limit
Again the full rank assumption is important here. Otherwise the difference (52) may diverge as γ → ∞. Corollary 2: Let H and H P † β have both full rank almost surely. Then, we havẽ
where R is a T × T unitary matrix whose columns are the right singular vectors of H, see (41). Note that the right-hand side in (53) is obtained by formally replacing φ with φ −1 in the right-hand side of (47). This follows from the identity
This substitution is valid for any result that refers to mutual information, e.g. as in Corollary 1. However, it does not apply in general to capacity related results, such as in Remark 2, due to the placement of the projection operator on the transmitter side.
C. Rate Loss With Antenna Power Profile
In this subsection we address the rate loss χ T H for a channel model that takes into consideration the power imbalance at the transmitter and receiver sides:
Here, the matrices R ∈ C R×R and T ∈ C T ×T are diagonal, full-rank, and deterministic. The matrix R ( T ) represents the power imbalance at receive (transmit) side. We generalize Theorem 2 for the model (55) as (see Appendix H)
where β R † P † β P β R for β ≤ 1 andL is a R× R unitary matrix whose columns are the left singular vectors ofH, see (41 Moreover, let X β P β X where X is a R × T matrix with iid zero-mean complex Gaussian entries. Let D β be the β R × β R diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the non-zero eigenvalues of β R † P † β P β R . Then, we have
Proof 9: See Appendix K The expectation in (57) can be simply computed by using the following result.
Lemma 1 [5, Lemma 2] : Let X be an n × m matrix with iid zero-mean complex Gaussian entries such that n > m. Let D be an n ×n deterministic Hermitian positive-definite matrix whose j th eigenvalue is denoted by λ j . Moreover, let be the n × n Vandermonde matrix with () i j = λ j −1 i and be the (n − m) × (n − m) principal submatrix of . Then, we have where i is m × m matrix whose entries are
In this expression, ν q = ψ(l) + ln λ q if l = i else ν q = 1 with ψ(·) denoting the digamma function.
D. Further Discussions Based on Numerical Results
As a warm up example, consider a 4 × 2 MIMO system that is stripped off two of its four receive antennas. For fullrank channel matrices that are unitarily invariant from left Theorem 1 gives the exact high SNR limit of the ergodic loss equal to 4χ 2 (4, 2) = 3.37 bit. The asymptotic loss (47) is 4H (2/4) = 4 bit. Note also that 4χ 2 (4, 2) is the supremum of the mutual information loss over all SNRs. This is depicted in Figure 1 for a Gaussian channel.
We illustrate the universal rate loss and the tightness of the approximation provided by the binary entropy loss, i.e. R H (T /R), already for small system dimensions. To this end we consider three different channel models that are unitarily invariant from the left: (i) the channel matrix H = U where U ∈ C R×T is uniformly distributed over the manifold of complex R ×T matrices such that U † U = I and ∈ R T ×T is a positive diagonal matrix that represents the power imbalance at the transmitter. This is a typical channel model in the context of massive MIMO, i.e. in the regime of T R. Here we point out that does not affect the rate loss. Therefore for convenience we set = I. (ii) the channel matrix H = X with the entries of X being zero-mean iid complex-valued Gaussian with finite variance; (iii) the channel matrix H = X 2 DX 1 . Here X 1 ∈ C S×T and X 2 ∈ C R×S represent the propagation channel from the transmit antennas to the scatterers and from the scatterers to the receive antennas respectively, while the diagonal entries in the diagonal matrix D are the individual scattering coefficients of the scatterers. This random matrix ensemble models the channel under the assumption of propagation via one-bounce scattering only [18] . To fulfill the fullrank condition we restrict to the case S ≥ T . From Figure 2 , we conclude that the binary entropy loss yields an accurate approximation even for small system dimensions.
VI. DEVIATION FROM LINEAR GROWTH
In this section we clarify the second misinterpretation underlined in Section 1. Specifically, we analyze the variation of the multiplexing rate when either the number of receive or the number transmit antennas varies while their maximum is kept fixed.
For a channel matrix having orthogonal columns when the number of transmit or receive antennas varies, the linear growth of mutual information is obvious. However, for a channel matrix with e.g. iid entries, a substantial crosstalk arises due to the lack of orthogonality of its columns. The effect of this crosstalk onto mutual information is non-linear in the number of antennas.
The mutual information scales approximately linearly in the minimum of the numbers of transmit and receive antennas. For a tall rectangular channel matrix that becomes wider and wider, the mutual information can only grow approximately linearly until the matrix becomes square. The same holds for a wide rectangular channel matrix growing taller and taller. Therefore, we have to distinguish between two cases: (i) the number of receive antennas is smaller than the number of transmit antennas, i.e. a wide channel matrix, and (ii) the converse of (i), i.e. a tall channel matrix. Since case (ii) can be easily treated by replacing the channel matrix with its conjugate transpose, we restrict our investigations to case (i).
The linear growth cannot continue once the channel matrix has grown square. Thus, it makes sense to constrain the matrix of reference system (8) to be square; i.e. we assume that the channel matrix H in (8) 
The exact mutual information of the (rectangular) system (14) 
The mutual information (60) scales approximately linearly with the number of receive antennas, if it is close to
Thus, in the high SNR limit, the deviation from the linear growth normalized to N (the deviation from linear growth for short) is given by
where H is assumed to have full rank almost surely. The fullrank assumption implies α T H = α T P β H which is necessary in the definition (62). Otherwise, (62) is divergent.
Example 3: Let H be unitary. Then, we have
A. Large-System Limit Consideration
The deviation from linear growth (63) differs from the quantity χ T H defined in (35) only by the factor β scaling the second term. Unlike χ T H , L does depend on the singular values of channel matrix. This makes the analysis somehow intractable. On the other hand, it is well-known that asymptotic results when the numbers of antennas grow large provide very good approximations already for systems with a dozen (or even less) of antennas in practice. Thus, we can resort to the asymptotic regime in the number of antennas to study the deviation from linear growth. To that end, in this section we make use of the following underlying assumption:
Assumption 1: The channel matrix H has full rank almost surely. Furthermore, H H † is unitarily invariant, has a uniformly bounded spectral norm, and its empirical eigenvalue distribution converges almost surely as N → ∞. Moreover,
We carry out the analysis on the basis of the LED function F P β H . Specifically, we consider
When we interpret the asymptotic results in the numerical investigations we assume that
It is easy to show that the convergence (66) is a mild assumption for β < 1: as F H is assumed to have a compact support, F P β H has a compact support too, see [19, Corollary 1.14] . Note that a compactly supported probability distribution can be uniquely characterized by its moments. This fact allow us to use the machinery provided in Proposition 1 in Appendix C. for (66) to hold. Indeed this is a reasonable condition for β < 1 since 1
is strictly increasing with β, see Remark 5. Example 4: Let the entries of H be iid with zero mean and variance σ 2 /N. Then, we have
where by convention 0 log 2 0 = 0. Proof 10: See Appendix L. In other words, at high SNR the normalized mutual information of a MIMO system of sufficiently large dimensions with zero-mean iid channel entries grows approximately linearly with the minimum of the numbers of transmit and receive antennas up to 1st order and the deviation from the linear growth is close to (β − 1) log 2 (1 − β). Figure 3 illustrates this behavior.
B. S-Transform Formulation
The result in Example 4 can be obtained from previous capacity results, e.g. [9, eq. (2.63)]. We obtained it as a special case of the following lemma.
Lemma 2: Let H fulfill Assumption 1. Then, we have
Proof 11: See Appendix M. Alternatively, we may bypass the need for using the S-transform by invoking the following result:
Remark 5: Let H fulfill Assumption 1. Furthermore, let P t be an N-dimensional projector with 0 < t < 1. Then, we have
Proof 12: See Appendix M. The result in (70) also provides a convenient means to calculate the deviation from linear growth in the large-system limit. The right-hand side of (70) is nothing but the asymptotic inverse spectral mean of the channel matrix P t H.
C. Universality Related to the SNR Range
Note that the difference I(γ ; F P β H )−βI(γ ; F H ) converges to L(β; F H ) as the SNR tends to infinity, see (63). In Appendix O we show that this difference actually increases with SNR unless F H is a Dirac distribution function. Thus, we have the following universal characterization over the whole SNR range.
Remark 6: Let H fulfill Assumption 1. Then, we have
D. Additive Property
We now draw the attention to another important property of the deviation from linear growth:
Theorem 3: Let X and Y be independent C N×N random matrices. Moreover, let X and Y fulfill Assumption 1. Then, we have
(72) 
As mentioned previously, the crosstalk due to nonorthogonal columns in H affects the mutual information in a way that is non-linear in the number of antennas. Thus, it causes the deviation from linear growth. Let us be more precise here and (inspired from [20, eq. (1)]) introduce the concept of crosstalk ratio:
Here h i denotes the i th column of H. For example, for an unitary matrix H, we have CT H = 0. As a second example, let the entries of H be iid complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance 1/N. Then, from (196) we get
We next show that the crosstalk ratio has the same additive property as the deviation from linear growth. Remark 7: Let X and Y be independent C N×N random matrices. Moreover let X and Y fulfill Assumption 1. Then we have
Proof 15: See Appendix Q.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A variation of the number of antennas in a MIMO system affects the mutual information at asymptotically large SNR in following way: If the minimum number of antennas at transmitter and receiver side stays unaltered, the change of mutual information depends only on the system dimensions and the matrix of left (or right) singular vectors of initial channel matrix but not on its singular values. For channel matrices that are unitarily invariant from left (or right) this change of mutual information in the ergodic sense can be expressed with a simple analytic function of the system dimensions. Moreover, the large system limit of this expression involves only the binary entropy functions of the aspect ratios of two varying channel matrices -the one before and the one after altering the number of antennas.
Mutual information grows only approximately linear with the minimum of the system dimensions even at high SNR. This deviation from that linear growth, i.e. the error of the linear approximation, does depend on the singular values of the channel matrix. It can be quantified and has the following remarkable property in the large system limit: For certain factorizable MIMO channel matrices, the deviation is the sum of the deviations of the individual factors.
The results derived in this work for asymptoticly large SNR are least upper bounds over the whole SNR range. This gives them a universal character.
Finally, a fundamental relation between mutual information and its affine approximation (the multiplexing rate) was unveiled. This relation can be conveniently described via the S-transform of free probability. 
APPENDIX A PRELIMINARIES
To prove (80), we first apply a variable substitution
and decompose the right hand side of (81) as
Define u log 2 (x −1 − z) and v = z. Applying the integration by part rule, we obtain for the first integral:
Using (84), we compute the second integral:
This completes the proof. Lemma 4 [21] : Let A and A+ B be invertible and B have rank 1. Furthermore let g tr(B A −1 ) = −1. Then, we have
Lemma 5 [22, Lemmas 2 and 4] : Let F be a probability distribution function with support in [0, ∞) and S its Stransform. Moreover, let F be not a Dirac distribution function. Then, S is strictly decreasing on (−α, 0) with α 1 − F(0). In particular, we have
where we use the convention 1/0 = ∞ in (88) when F(0) > 0. Theorem 4 [22, Proposition 1] : Let F be a probability distribution function with support in (0, ∞) and S its S-transform. Then | log x| dF(x) is finite if, and only if,
Theorem 5: For n ∈ N + {1, 2, ...} let F n be probability distribution functions on [0, ∞). Furthermore let 1 − F n (0) = α > 0, ∀n ∈ N + . Moreover let S n denote the S-transform of F n . Then if F n converges weakly to a probability distribution function F as n → ∞, we have
Moreover if in addition
we have almost surely
Condition (111) is reasonable in practice. Otherwise the power amplification per dimension of the MIMO system explodes as its dimensions grow to infinity. One can show that for rectangular and unitarily invariant channel matrices, the condition (113) is reasonable too due to the strict decreasing property of the function of β in (67). However, it might not hold when the channel matrix is square. As an example, consider a channel matrix H whose entries are iid with zero mean and variance σ 2 /T . Then, condition (113) holds if φ = 1, but is violated if φ = 1. Indeed the latter case turns out critical for the "log det" convergence of the zeromean iid matrix ensemble, e.g. see [9] , [25] . Nevertheless, both [26, Proposition 2.2] and numerical evidence lead us to conjecture that (114) holds when φ = 1 as well. Thus, we conclude that the asymptotic convergence of the multiplexing rate, i.e. (114), is a mild assumption in practice.
Proof of Proposition 1
For the sake of readability of the proof, whenever we use the limit operator indicating that T tends to infinity, we implicitly assume that the ratio φ = T /R is fixed.
For convenience we define
By Theorem 4 we have 
For convenience we define the random variable
Since the upper bound in (117) is smaller than one we have
Because of (121), we can apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem [27, Th. 10.21] :
By invoking Theorem 5 we complete the proof of (111):
To prove (114), we use the same arguments for I 0 (γ , F T H ) as for I(γ , F T H ). In particular, by invoking Lemma 5 again we can write
withS T H denoting the S-transform ofF T H . Unlike (117), the right-most integral is not bounded in general, so we need the additional assumption (113). This completes the proof.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF EXAMPLE 1
With a convenient re-parameterization of [13, eq. (19) ] we write
From Theorem 1 we have
We can write the integral terms in (127) as
for n ∈ [1, N] . By invoking the result in (84) we obtain (28) . From the linearity property of the Lebesgue integral, it is easy to show that 1 0 | log 2S H (−z)dz| is finite, which implies that | log(x)|dF H (x) is finite too, due to Theorem 4. Thus, the multiplexing rate is obtained by replacing the term (1−η H ) in (28) with α H (due to Theorem 1). This leads to (29) . Finally, we note that if α H < 1 the S-transform S H (z) diverges as z → (−α H ), see Lemma 5. Thus, from (126) the unique solution of α H is α H = min(1, ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ N ) .
APPENDIX E PROOF OF EXAMPLE 2
Recall (98):
Moreover, notice that α H = 1 − F H (0) = min(1, β 2 /β 1 
where the result (131) follows from the identity (84). We obtain (31) from (25) with (131) inserted in (24) . Moreover, by the definition of the S-transform we have 
APPENDIX F PROOF OF REMARK 1
We first point out the relationship [9] d{I(γ ;
Hence, to prove Remark 1 we simply need to show that
where the equality holds when β = 1. To prove (134) it is sufficient to consider the removal of a single receive antenna, i.e. β = (R − 1)/R. It is immediate that
with h R ∈ C 1×T representing the Rth row of H. Then (134) follows directly from Lemma 4 in Appendix A.
APPENDIX G PROOF OF REMARK 2
We decompose the capacity expression in (39) as
with Q denoting the capacity achieving covariance matrix. We define
In particular, by the definitions in (39) and (137) we have
Since H † P † β P β H has almost surely full rank, we have α T
For a sufficiently large SNR a full-rank matrix Q maximizes (139). Therefore, to prove the result we can assume without loss of generality that Q has full rank. Doing so, we have
Due to the constraint tr( Q) = T , the identity operator maximizes (140). Hence, from (138) we have lim γ →∞
On the other hand we have
Thus (141) must be zero. This completes the proof.
APPENDIX H PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We prove (56) which is a generalization of Theorem 2. We make use of (55) to write
where β R † P † β P β R for β ≤ 1. Hence, from (37) the rate loss reads as
To simplify this expression, we consider the singular value decomposition ofHH
whereL andR are respectively R × R and T × T unitary matrices, is a T × T positive diagonal matrix and 0 is a (R − T ) × T zero matrix. Remark that we can actually write (145) asH
For notational compactness, let us define Z β P φL † βL P † φ and A R. Thereby, we can writeH † βH = A † Z β A.
Note that A † Z β A and Z β A A † have the same eigenvalues. Thus, we have
We complete the derivation of (56) by plugging (147) in (144):
Note also that Z 1 = I for R = I. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
We first show that provided H † H is unitarily invariant, when H † H has full rank almost surely, so does
where is a T ×T diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the positive singular values of H. By the unitary invariance assumption, P φ L † P † β P β L P † φ is a Jacobi matrix ensemble with a positive determinant for φ ≤ β [14] . Thereby, (149) is positive.
Given
where ψ(·) denotes the digamma function. For natural arguments, the digamma function can be expressed as
APPENDIX L SOLUTION OF EXAMPLE 4
Note that we do not assume that H has Gaussian entries. However it is well known that for any distribution of the entries of H, the distribution function F N P β H converges weakly and almost surely to the Marcenko-Pastur law. In other words, we get the same asymtotic results regardless of whether we restrict the entries of H to Gaussian or not. Thus, without loss of generality we can assume that the entries of H are Gaussian, so that H H † is unitarily invariant. Doing so we have S H (z) = (1+z) −1 [9] . Then, we immediately obtain (68) from (33).
APPENDIX M PROOF OF LEMMA 2
We have α P β H = β. Thus 
Since H has almost surely full rank, α H P † t = 1, so that
Then from Lemma 5 we have
This completes the proof.
APPENDIX O PROOF OF REMARK 6
For the sake of notational simplicity we introduce
It follows that Y 1 is unitarily invariant since H H † is. Furthermore, since H H † has a compactly support LED so does Y 1 . Thus Y 1 is asymptotically free of P † β P β [28] . Then, with Lemma 6 we have in the limit N → ∞
Here we note that S √ Y β (z) is strictly decreasing on (−1, 0) if, and only if, F √ Y β is not a Dirac distribution function, see Lemma 5.
We recall the following property of η H (γ ) see (23) [9] :
where for convenience η H is short for η H (γ ). Hence, in order to prove the remark it is sufficient to show that
where the equality holds when β = 1. Furthermore, by using [9, Lemma 2.26] we have
Thus, the right-hand side of (184) is equal to β(η H − η H † P † β ).
Therefore we are left with proving η H ≥ η H † P † β . Firstly, remark that
Then, by using (178) and (182) we obtain
which is strictly increasing with β, see Lemma 5. This completes the proof.
APPENDIX P PROOF OF THEOREM 3
The matrices X X † , Y Y † and P † β P β are asymptotically free [28] . Then, from Lemma 2 and the linearity property of the Lebesgue integral we have
APPENDIX Q PROOF OF REMARK 7 For an N × N matrix A, we define
whenever the limit exists. Since X X † and Y Y † are asymptotically free, we have (see [29, eq. (120) 
Inserting (195) in the definition of the crosstalk ratio in (76), we get for A ∈ {X, Y , XY } that
We complete the proof by plugging (193) and (194) in (196) for A = XY :
